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Chucho the doga stroll at night looking for a place to sleep. He ran into Perico the parrot who invited Chucho
to sleep on the treetop. There, they both caught a glimpse of a rare occurrence, two moons coming out. Perico
grew selfish and wanted one of the moons and went to get one, even though Chucho suggested not to. Because
of this Perico ended up dropping the moon in a lake and thought it was lost forever. Perico was a selfish
character meanwhile Chucho was the voice of reason. Perico is a round, realistic character. People can relate
to him because they too can become selfish and careless. Chucho is more of a flatter character because he does
not really change in the story. The story relates to Latin American culture. It takes place in the selva, or jungle,
which is a common setting in South America. The plot is simple but interesting, as the reader waits to see what
will happen to the moon. The simplicity is because the story is easy to follow along with. Overall, the text and
complimentary illustrations make this book great to read. On the tree, there was a parrot named Perico who
was upset with all the noise coming from below, and so when he goes down he comes across Chucho whom
he invites to sleep on the treetop with him. Once they are both up there, Chucho and Perico saw two moons
shining brightly in the dark sky. To find out what Perico and Chucho do, I suggest not putting this interesting
tale of a wolf, parrot, and moon down. The story, "The Legend of the Two Moons" contains two characters
whom are slightly different from one another. The Parrot, Perico, is more of a round character because he
changes by the end of the story. For instance, Perico starts off as a very selfish Parrot who wants the second
moon for himself. Once the moon falls into the lake, however, Perico understands and takes responsibility for
his mistakes. The two characters used, a wolf and a parrot, are common Latin american animals which come to
demonstrate the culture of the story. Not only is Latin American culture portrayed through the use of the
animals, but also the story incorporates Spanish terms within the English story. The story takes place in the
"selva" which is the word for jungle, which is a common setting in Latin and South America. The plot is
simple but interesting, seeing the story is divided into Perico wanting to get the moon and the aftermath of him
getting it. The conflict of the story happens to be that Perico wants the moon, which does not end to good for
him since it ends up falling into the lake, but at the end Perico learns his lesson and can then see the moon in
the water. The theme in "The Legend of the Two Moons" is that selfishness and greediness will result in the
person not getting anything in the end. The story really teaches the young reader to become more selfless and
to share more. It demonstrates the weaknesses we have as humans which is being selfish and not thinking
about the rest of the world, considering the fact that not everything revolves around a single being.
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Background[ edit ] Kid Cudi in On August 25, , Cudi announces that his second album was going to be in a
trilogy, it was originally going to be titled Man on the Moon: The Ghost in the Machine. In the same
interview, he was still working on the title for the third Man on the Moon. The End of Day , it sold , in the first
week and charted at number four. I will tell the story of Mr Rager. The Legend of Mr. It will explain more of
who I am as well as pushing the envelope musically. I have no regard for what people consider right or wrong.
Some things I followâ€”like the law, from here on out. I wanted this album to be fun, but the dark shit was my
life at that time. I was fighting not to write that shit. It got frustrating writing a collab albumâ€”I just lost
interest, and it became more of a task, rather than something I wanted to do. The day it becomes work, you
need to retire. The title track " Mr. Got my boy Cage over there, and Mary J. Blige on the album. We got
Cee-Lo on the album. The five-part narrative follows a character who tries to act like the hip-hop star he has
become. Man on the Moon II: Rager expands on the spacey, atmospheric aesethetic of its predcessor, The End
of Day. Greg Kot of Chicago Tribune commented "He plunges into a world of bravado and after-parties, with
their endless supply of drugs and women. How he, in the end, paid the price for all of his antagonizing actions,
but became a better person because of it. And though this album is all about "Mr. Rager", this is the most
honest he has ever been with us. Rager " would be released through mixtape called G. D Ass Mixtape, [46] the
next day, "Erase Me" was officially released as a radio single. Vincent would perform and debut the track
"Maniac". Rager" t-shirt for the clothing line. When Cudi arrived, he was kneeling on top of a truck as the
driver rode through the crowd until the front of the store, then he proceeded to perform "Revofev" and
"Pursuit of Happiness" for the fans. It includes video shoots, live performances, and behind the scenes footage.
The documentary is directed, shot and edited by Jason Goldwatch. Repeated onscreen references to the camera
might appear to indicate some sort of underlying theme about the complicity of the viewer. The video
although had very little to do with the song. Cudi plays a Jimi Hendrix influenced character, sporting a black
curly afro wig and headband. West, who makes a short appearance to drop his verse, appears onstage wearing
a black blazer, shades, jewelry, and wears an crown of gold laurels. Rager ", was officially released as a digital
download on October 25, The video, directed by Jeremie Rozan from Surface to Air, features a brief cameo
appearance from his mentor Kanye West.
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Many are worshipped as gods by particular groups of people. In the anime, they are often only seen by special
Trainers , usually Ash Ketchum and people who have a special connection to them. Ill-intentioned people
often seek to possess them, due to their power and rarity. Noland befriended and fought official battles with an
Articuno. Each of them is based on a mythical bird, and each is associated with a season though none of the
three is associated with autumn. In the games, all three are available in the Kanto region in all of its
appearances except for Generation II. Ember , or Mt. Silver , depending on the generation. In the anime, the
Legendary birds appear together in The Power of One , in which they rule over the islands surrounding
Shamouti Island. If they are disturbed and begin to fight, only Lugia can stop them, though it will fail without
additional help from the Chosen One. Mewtwo has two Mega Evolutions , which increase its base stat total to
In the anime, Mewtwo was featured prominently, appearing in several episodes of the original series , the first
movie , and the first special episode. In the anime, Mewtwo was created by a group of scientists funded by
Team Rocket boss Giovanni to create an enhanced clone of Mew for his own use. Legendary beasts Eusine
and Lyra discover Raikou , Entei , and Suicune in the basement of the Burned Tower Like the Legendary birds
of the previous generation, a second trio of similar types was introduced in the neighboring Johto region.
These Legendary beasts, so named because their features are based on many different creatures, both real and
mythical, as well as mythological deities, were trapped in the Brass Tower when it was struck by lightning and
burned to the ground, resulting in their death. The trio was revived by the power of Ho-Oh and now roam
across the land because of their great power. In the case of the latter, it is possible that these three would be the
original three beasts, who created multiple descendants. For example, a new Entei is said to be born whenever
a new volcano is formed. In the anime, the Legendary beasts did not appear together until the thirteenth movie
, despite being introduced in Generation II. It appears that an initial plan for the three Johto-era movies was to
have each feature one of the Legendary beasts in a central role, with Entei taking a central role in Spell of the
Unown: Entei and Suicune taking the stage in Celebi: The Voice of the Forest. However, when the Brass
Tower , the home of Lugia, was struck by lightning and burned to the ground, they both flew away, Lugia
resolving to make its new home in the Whirl Islands and Ho-Oh to search the world for a pure-hearted Trainer.
In the games, Lugia does not play a central role in the Generation II storyline, instead being mentioned only as
having lived in Ecruteak City before the Brass Tower burned. In the anime, Lugia is featured in a central role
in The Power of One , in which it is revealed that Ash is the Chosen One who must help it to quell the fighting
of the Legendary birds. Another pair of them appeared when Ash and his friends travelled to the Whirl Islands
in Johto. Lugia appeared again in The Power of Us. Ho-Oh has a much greater focus during Generation II,
being named as the creator of the Legendary beasts. Ash has subsequently seen it several times over the course
of his journey, but has never come face-to-face with it. Ho-Oh featured in I Choose You! Five of them also
received new forms. This Legendary trio, as well as its master , Regigigas , is commonly considered to have
the most complicated method of in-game availability, with puzzles made of braille in the Hoenn region being
the keys to unlocking their mystery. Regirock , from clay, Regice , from ice, and Registeel , from magma. Eon
duo Latias and Latios While Latias and Latios do not have a distinct legend behind them, they are incredibly
rare, with only one of the two available in normal gameplay and the other available through an event. With a
strong connection to the Soul Dew , the two were responsible for protecting it from Annie and Oakley , who
wished to steal it. Weather trio Main article: The trio represents the three major components of the Earth:
Primal Reversion is considered the opposite of Mega Evolution. In the game, their history is revealed:
Thousands of years ago, during the primal age, the world was overflowing with natural energy. Primal
Groudon and Primal Kyogre fought over that energy in endless furious clashes. A thousand years later, a
meteoroid hit the earth, causing cracks in the ground that unleashed natural energy, causing Groudon and
Kyogre to re-battle each other. Humans had a collective memory of how Rayquaza saved their race long ago,
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and that wish combined with the power of the Meteorite allowed Rayqauza to Mega Evolve for the first time
and calm the two from quarreling. In these episodes, Team Magma and Team Aqua finally succeed in
awakening the two, as in the games, though their conflict is resolved very quickly. Rayquaza appeared in
Destiny Deoxys , where it fought against the pair of Deoxys. According to legend, having been created by the
Original One , the trio have the power to tame the powerful dragons it also created. In the games, Uxie,
Mesprit, and Azelf are found in the caverns of Lake Acuity , Lake Verity , and Lake Valor , though Mesprit
will roam Sinnoh after the player has encountered it, rather than battle immediately as the other two will. In
the games, Dialga and Palkia are sought by Cyrus to destroy and then remake the universe without spirit, a
feature he hates about humanity. She will flee immediately, roaming Sinnoh and leaving behind a Lunar Wing
, which will heal the boy. Cresselia made her debut appearance in the anime in Sleepless in Pre-Battle!
Regigigas Regigigas in the anime Regigigas is the master of the Legendary titans , having created them in
ancient times and was said to have moved the continents in place, pulling them by rope. Another appeared in
Pillars of Friendship! Swords of Justice Main article: All four of them can use their horns like swords, and
learn their former signature move , Sacred Sword , at level 42 43 for Keldeo , most likely to refer to it
becoming part of the group later. The Sword of Justice , where Keldeo was responsible for the freezing of the
other three during a battle against Kyurem , and sought help from Ash and his friends. Forces of Nature Main
article: Together the three represent the heavens and the nourishing effect the sky has upon the earth.
According to a folktale retold by children at the Abundant Shrine , Landorus punished Tornadus and
Thundurus for destroying the land with gales and thunderstorms, and a shrine was built in honor of him. Part 1
and Part 2. Tornadus and Thundurus fought on the island, while Ash and his friends awakened Landorus to put
a stop to the fight they all appeared in Incarnate Forme during these episodes. Together, they are said to have
the power to control nature, which can be harnessed by one who possesses both Meloetta and the Reveal
Glass. Tao trio Reshiram and Zekrom confronting Kyurem Zekrom and Reshiram represent balance through
the aspects of Yin and Yang , respectively. N captures one of them and defeats Alder. The other dragon
emerges from the Dragon Stone the player possesses, and the player must capture it and use it to defeat N.
After his defeat, N rides off on his dragon to a far-off region. The player defeats Kyurem and Ghetsis,
restoring balance to the region. Blackâ€”Victini and Reshiram along with Victini. Zekrom debuted in In The
Shadow of Zekrom! Reshiram also debuted in a cameo at the beginning of In The Shadow of Zekrom!
Reshiram and Zekrom make a cameo appearance in Hoopa and the Clash of Ages. Kyurem is related to
Reshiram and Zekrom and represents wuji , which is the absence of yin and yang. Kyurem is the star of
Kyurem VS. It is also capable of this when it appears in Hoopa and the Clash of Ages.
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The legend of the two moons written and illustrated by Francisco X. Mora. Published by Highsmith Press in Fort
Atkinson, Wis. Written in English.

A tale of beginnings and endings Work Text: Then Erae began life with the help of her mate, Ra. They made
all of the animals and plants and covered the land in bountiful life. But there was one being left out, the
humans. Because of the importance of humans, Erae could only conceive one when both moons were full at
noon over the Island of Life where all life came from. This was for a purpose, to keep the population of the
heirs to the planet under control. This was effective because the sister moons had nearly opposite cycles. The
time came that the needs were fulfilled and Erae did conceive a human child. In time a son was born, he was
named Tomak, Rider of Lightning that tale is another story. In time Tomak grew to adulthood and he became
a beautiful specimen of manhood. Then came the night of legend, Correalis looked upon him and fell in love.
This love was not infatuation, but true love. Knowing that he had never seen a human before, she took the
shape of a Dragon. They became fast friends and she fell further in love with him. But soon she had to see him
more often, so she would create and eclipse so as to be able to see Tomak. After a few months of this her
sister, Lunae, became suspicious and followed her. When Lunae was what Correalis was up to, she
immediately went to her parents, Chaos and the Universe. They called a meeting, and it was decided that
Correalis must stop going down to the planet for without her in the sky, no new humans could be born. When
Correalis went back up, they were waiting, she was informed that she must not go back down to see Tomak,
ever. She tried, but after a while it became too hard. For Tomak, being the 1st son of the gods, did not age as
we do, he was still as handsome as ever. So knowing that she could be banished for disobedience, she decided
to choose a form that would be pleasing to her love. She chose the form of a Dryad, a native being from her
own mother planet. A Dryad is a diminutive being with pointed ears and magick powers. She was beautiful,
and she chose her night well, at a time when her sister was full, and therefore busy. She found Tomak near a
clearing by a cave. She went into that cave a changed her form. As a Dryad, she stepped out into the
moonlight as Tomak entered the clearing. He froze, he had never seen such beauty. Tomak immediately fell in
love. When Lunae looked down, she immediately recognized her sister and called on her parents. She knew
what had to be done. Everyone, even Tomak, was called together, and Correalis was confronted. She admitted
her disobedience and waited for her punishment. But as Chaos was about to banish her, Tomak spoke up, he
said that he could not, would not, live without her. That he loved her. Maybe if she had to stay in the form she
chose and with only the powers of that form, then she could stay with Tomak. After all without her there could
be more humans, but not without Tomak. So that is why there is only one moon in the sky now and humans
are so numerous. As for eclipses they are the times that Lunae comes down to visit her sister. You see, they
are still alive, though in different forms because all humans die. But that Dryad blood in some is where we get
our magick, for True Love is magick. The End for now.
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Wednesday, February 11, The Legend of the Two Moons Title: The Legend of the Two Moons. Highsmith
Press, c He goes into the forest, where he hears a deep voice coming out of a tree. When he tells the voice that
he is only looking for a place to sleep, Perico the parrot flies down and offers him a spot in the tree. Chucho
makes his bed in the highest branches, where he notices that there are 2 moons in the sky. Perico is surprised
too, and wants to get one of the moons for himself. Chucho says he should not take the moon, but Perico flies
off, and pulls a moon out of the sky. Chucho runs to the water to find the parrot crying over his lost moon. He
scolds Perico for being greedy. But when the water calms, they see that there are still 2 moons; one in the sky
and one in the water. Cultural origins and how identified: The tale comes from Mexico. He is heavily
influenced by his dreams and memories of his Mexican heritage. I agree with this assessment, and think the
tale would be good for library or classroom audiences. This would make a good addition to the study of world
origin myths for older kids. Notes on adaptation for telling: The story is sprinkled with a lot of Spanish words
though there is a glossary , so some practice would be needed for non-Spanish speakers like me. I would
preface the tale by talking with the kids about the moon and asking them: What do you think happened to the
other one? The image I selected simply shows 2 moons.
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Science Mars Spectacular The planet Mars will not be making a once-in-our-lifetimes, remarkably close
approach to Earth on 27 August Updated 27 July Published 25 July Claim The planet Mars will make a
once-in-our-lifetimes, remarkably close approach to Earth on 27 August Two moons in the sky on August 27!
The next time this cosmic event will happen again, will be 36, â€¦ Share this information as much as possible
with your friends because NO human being alive today will be able to behold this incredible phenomenon a
second time. On August 27, around midnight, do not forget to raise your head and look into the sky: Mars will
be the most brilliant star in the sky. This is because it will have an apparent diameter as big as the Full Moon!
It will be possible to observe, with the naked eye, a cosmic phenomenon which will allow the inhabitants of
the Earth to behold â€¦ two moons! This is the first time that humanity will be able to observe this exceptional
phenomenon. The last planet Mars proximity of such magnitude dates back to exactly 34, years, the Neolithic
period during which Neanderthal and Homo habilis, the distant ancestors of Homo sapiens, coexisted together.
Species to which the human race â€”- or more precisely, mankind â€”- belongs today. As you must have seen
on TV or read in the press, the planet Mars is now closer to the Earth, it is also possible to observe the orange
star at night in the sky by looking towards the South. This phenomenon is quite common and appears about
every 15 years. Mars did make an extraordinarily close approach to Earth fifteen years ago, culminating on 27
August , when the red planet came within 35 million miles or 56 million kilometers of Earth, its nearest
approach to us in almost 60, years. At that time, Mars appeared approximately 6 times larger and 85 times
brighter in the sky than it ordinarily does. Mars also made a close approach to Earth in December , but even
then it was still about 55 million miles away from us, not nearly as close as it was in or The closest encounter
between Mars and Earth since will occur on 27 July , when the orbits of the two planets bring them to within
Astronomers say Mars will appear twice as bright as usual around that time though it will certainly not rival
the brightness or size of the full moon. The opposition will hang onto the record for the closest approach of
Mars to Earth until , when it is estimated the planets will be separated by Mars gets close to Earth every two
years. So, last year, Mars was very close. How wide spread is this falsehood? People get excited about it, start
to send e-mail â€¦ and every August we see this e-mail coming back and I get a lot of e-mails about it, of
course. The information in the previous sentence was only true during the month of August in This was a
historic astronomical event. Mars was the closest it had been to Earth in 60, years. However, this already
happened. The web site of the Students for the Exploration and Development of Space SEDS provides a chart
displaying data about Mars Oppositions past, present, and future , and the web site of the Hubble Heritage
Project offers some nice composite telescope images from previous Mars near oppositions. Sources Britt,
Robert Roy. How to See It and What to Expect.
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He was later found to be the destined King of Jyushin. In order to protect him before he becomes the king, he
was asked to not show his true self to anyone, where in he pretended that he has no skills, especially in
fighting. The image he showed to everyone was not hidden just by him and his father but he also trusted Kiha
about him being a good fighter. However, he proves himself to be an excellent fighter and schemer. He wants
to unite the world as a brother, avoiding killing and instead providing love for his future people. At the end of
the series, he realizes that the task of the King of Jyushin was to answer the gods whether humans needed their
help to continue surviving. The answer he told the gods was that he should return the powers and that humans
could carry on by themselves. Having said that, he returned to the heavens, leaving behind his lover Sujini and
son who was bore by Kiha on Earth. When she was just a little baby, she was hidden in a pot of beans by her
sister, Kiha, to protect her from danger. She was then found by some men of the Geomul village, who saw a
phoenix sign on her forehead and thought she was the Black Phoenix. The leader was about to kill her,
however Hyeon-go denied having seen the Black Phoenix sign, but a Red Phoenix instead. Sujini was raised
by Hyeon-go and considers him as her teacher. Growing up in a male tribe, she developed boyish traits, and
loves money, which she uses to buy wine. She met Damdeok by chance one day while she was getting in
somewhat little trouble and Damdeok helped her. Their relationship was strengthened over time. Sujini also
gave a big contribution helping Damdeok to recognize himself as the king of Jyushin because of the conflict
with Hogae ; she always tagged along with him, even onto the battlefield. Sujini was very good at archery.
After nine years, they met again, but Damdeok had by then realized she was the one he truly loved. She is the
mistress of the Red Phoenix, the ruler of the South and the guardian of the fire, whose heavenly artifact is a
large red gem orb. It awakens when the King of Jyushin feels burning passion in his heart. She was born as a
noble in Sabi Castle just like her sister, Sujini. On the day of the arrival of the night of the Jyushin star, the
forces of Hwacheon struck the province and killed everyone in sight. Kiha hid Sujini in a pot of beans before
fainting in the smoke caused by the fire that the Hwacheon forces started. While unconscious, the heart of the
Phoenix exploded in a form of watery energy, extinguishing the fire to save her and her sister. She was
discovered shortly afterwards by someone from Hwacheon, the master-of-fights of Hwacheon, and taken to
the base of Hwacheon clan. The Daejangro mistaken her as the reincarnation of Kajin and branded her to
control her, while using her power of the Phoenix to regain his youth. She was trained in martial arts by
Saryang, who developed an elder-brotherly feeling for her and even went against Hwacheon to help her. She
met Damdeok one night in the royal library and began to fall for him. She became a cold person since,
especially after seeing Damdeok having a good time with Sujini. Later finding that she was pregnant, she
decided to reform the whole of Goguryeo for her child. She went as far as deciding Hogae to be suitable for
the father for her child even though her love for Damdeok never disappeared. At the end of the series, Sujini
realized that Kiha has the power of the Black Phoenix. Oh Seung-yoon as young Hyeon-go The leader of the
Geomul village, he is slightly irresponsible and does not act his age enough. Sure enough, he cheated
customers by claiming to be an astrologer. He is the leader of the masters of the Four Gods, and is therefore to
identify the King of Jyushin and serve him. He carries a stick given to him when he was appointed as the
leader of Geomul. This stick is the Heavenly Artifact of the Turtle-Snake, the ruler of the North and the
guardian of the rain, that awakens when the King of Jyushin feels dark rage in his heart:
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Just step outside in the middle of the night when the sky is clear and the moon is full and look it for a moment.
In fact, the moon has been a central part of many myths and legends across different cultures precisely because
of how powerful this part of the sky is. Take a look at the following ten moon myths and legends to get a
better sense of how people see its beauty and wonder. There is a very famous Chinese myth about this woman
who is said to live on the moon. There are different variations of the myth but the basic story is that she and
her husband were once immortal beings who were made mortal because of their bad behavior. She is the
subject of much Chinese poetry and is one of the central reasons for celebration each Autumn during the
Chiense Moon Festival. This is an interesting myth because it crosses across several different cultures.
However, it is also a symbol that shows up in myths about the moon in Korea and in Japan. These are the
names of the Moon Goddess in Greek and Roman mythology respectively. In the myths associated with these
goddesses, the goddess is paired with the god of the sun. He travels throughout the day and she takes over the
journey at night. She is typically considered to be a passionate goddess who takes many lovers and who
represents the desire associated with the moon. Not all of the dieties associated with the moon are goddesses.
This is an example of a male god which is associated with the moon. What is interesting about the myths
surrounding him are how many of the samy symbols from different moon myths are found in the stories about
him. The Inuit people of northern regions like Alaska and Greenland have a rather horrifying myth about the
moon. They believe that Anningan, the Moon god, raped his sister, the sun Goddess. Worse, they believe that
he is still trying to chase her down to possess her. The waxing and waning of the moon is explained as
Anningan chasing her until he is starving and then disappearing for a bit to hunt for food to have the energy to
come back to chase her again. A much happier couple-based story about the moon is this myth from Africa
which says that Mawu is a moon good who is forever linked in unity with the sun goddess Liza. It is believed
that lunar and solar eclipses are related to the lovemaking times of the celestial couple. This myth is clearly
about the power of the moon, the sun, the sky and love and desire. This is a Hindu god that is associated with
the moon. In Hindu art, Soma is sometimes an embryo and sometimes a bull. Fertility is frequently associated
with the moon. The bull is also a symbol that has shown up as related to the moon across cultures. The main
thing about Soma though is its link with the moon as an elixir. Soma is the name of a drink said to be
consumed by the Gods. This is a story that comes from the Maori tribe in New Zealand. The story is about a
young woman named Rona who displeased the moon so the moon seized her and took her away. In the myth,
she grabs on to a tree and drags it with her to the moon. It is believed by some that the tree is said to represent
fertility, further linking the moon with this symbol. The Mayan people have several stories about different
moon goddesses. One goddess frequently associated with the moon is Ixchel who is associated with the moon
because she is a fertility goddess. One of the creatures that we often see depicted in movie myths and legends
is the werewolf. This creature is, of course, affiliated with the full moon. Typically it is believed that these are
creatures that have human form but that morph into wolf-like typically violent creatures when the full moon is
in the sky. There are many different variations on this because of all of the books and movies that have been
made about werewolves. Those are just ten examples of some of the powerful stories that people across time
and across the world associate with the moon. Using many different forms of symbolism, the moon itself has
become a symbol for love, desire, change, passion, fertility, and violence.
Chapter 9 : Level 2: The Moon - Zelda Dungeon Wiki
In the beginning there was only the Universe, Chaos, the Earth, Erae, the sun, Ra, and the two moons, Lunae and
Correalis. Then Erae began life with the help of her mate, Ra.
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